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Abstract
We present a group membership protocol specially de-
signed for next generation communication systems for
real-time safety-critical applications such as FlexRay and
FTT-CAN. The proposed protocol imposes an overhead of
two bits per processor per communication cycle, when the
system is in a quiescent state, and is able to tolerate be-
nign failures of up to half of the group members between
consecutive executions. Additionally, it removes a faulty
processor within two communication cycles in the worst
case and reintegrates a processor at the latest two com-
munication cycles after it recovers. Compared with pro-
tocols developed for similar systems, it is as tolerant as
the most robust protocol with a trafc overhead slightly
higher than the most efcient protocol, which is much less
robust.
1. Introduction
Group membership is considered an important abstrac-
tion to facilitate the provision of fault tolerance in sys-
tems in general [1] and in safety-critical applications in
particular [2]. In this paper, we describe a group mem-
bership protocol for real-time safety-critical applications,
specially designed for communication systems that sup-
port both static and dynamic communication scheduling
in a communication cycle such as FlexRay [3] and FTT-
CAN [4]. This is the first protocol of this kind that we are
aware of. Both FlexRay and FTT-CAN [5] provide a basic
set of fault-tolerant communication services, but no group
membership.
A group membership protocol comprises two funda-
mental operations: failure detection and agreement. Fail-
ure detection is performed locally by a processor, by mon-
itoring the messages it receives, or it does not receive,
from other processors. Agreement is achieved through the
exchange among the different processors of the perceived
operating state of processors in the system.
Currently, many communications systems for safety
critical real-time applications [2] are synchronous with
only static communications scheduling implemented on
top of a protocol based on Time-Division Multiple Ac-
cess (TDMA). I.e., in those protocols it is assumed that
in each TDMA cycle, each processor can send a fixed
amount of traffic, which must be sufficient to satisfy the
worst case traffic requirements of all the applications in
the processor. Therefore, virtually all group membership
protocols for this class of systems described in the litera-
ture use the messages sent in a TDMA cycle to detect fail-
ure of a remote processor. Furthermore, to achieve agree-
ment, they exchange processor state information in every
TDMA cycle and strive to minimize this information. Es-
sentially, the differences among the published protocols
depend on the failure assumptions; usually, the stronger
these assumptions, the more efficient the protocol. For ex-
ample, the group membership protocol [6, 7] executed in
every cycle of the TTP/C [8], requires the sending of only
one additional bit per cycle per processor [9]. However, it
can tolerate at most one failure within any interval of two
TDMA cycles. Actually, the implementation of the proto-
col takes advantage of this property, and achieves group
membership without sending any additional bit. Given
that the protocol interprets a communication failure as a
processor failure, this assumption is too strong for the op-
eration environment of many safety-critical applications.
Therefore, in the TTP/C, if a processor detects a poten-
tial violation of this assumption, it switches to the black-
out operating mode, in which system operation is severely
degraded. On the other hand, the protocol of Ezhilchel-
van and Lemos [10] tolerates the failure of up to half of
non-faulty processors in three consecutive TDMA cycles,
but requires that every processor broadcast a vector with
the state of every other processor in every TDMA cycle.
Given that buses for safety-critical applications may have
several tens of processors [11], this protocol may lead to
TDMA cycles with a duration longer than required by the
real-time applications that execute in the system.
The proposed protocol relies on the observation that
group membership does not change in every TDMA cy-
cle, and takes advantage of next generation communica-
tion protocols for safety-critical applications such as FTT-
CAN and FlexRay. In these communication protocols
the TDMA cycle is divided in two segments: a statically
scheduled segment essentially to support periodic traffic,
and a dynamically scheduled segment essentially to sup-
port aperiodic traffic or traffic required for non-safety-
critical applications. Therefore, the basic idea of the pro-
tocol is to exchange information on the processors state in
the dynamically scheduled segment only and when there
is a change to the membership. In a quiescent state, when
there are no membership changes, the protocol requires
only an overhead of two bits per processor per cycle that
are sent in the static segment. Note that even in the case of
membership changes , the protocol requires the exchange
of less state information than the protocol proposed by
Ezhilchelvan and Lemos, while tolerating a higher fault
arrival rate than their protocol.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
the next section we present the system model, including
the fault assumptions. In Section 3 we provide the spec-
ification of the group membership protocol. A protocol
satisfying this specification is presented in Section 4. The
protocol is developed gradually and we provide informal
arguments for the correctness of each version. In Sec-
tion 5 we outline its implementation on top of FlexRay.
Related work is discussed in Section 6. Finally we sum-
marize the results and present some directions for future
work in Section 7.
2. Model
We assume a synchronous system that is composed of
a fixed set of processors P that are connected via a broad-
cast network, in which a processor receives every message
it broadcasts.
The execution model is based on the one presented in
[12]. Each processor begins its execution in some start
state and then repeatedly executes, in lock-step with the
other processors, a phase that has two steps:
Communication step, in which each processor generates
a message, if any, that depends on the processor’s
state, broadcasts it to the network, and receives mes-
sages broadcasted in this step;
Processing step, in which each processor generates the
new state, by processing the messages received in the
communication step.
Note that a state is comprised of the values of a set of state-
variables and the set of states may not be finite. Some
states are halting states, i.e. a processor in such a state
will not send any message or modify its state.
By using this model, we abstract away some details that
are not essential, thus simplifying the presentation of the
protocol. For example, we do not consider the exact time
when a processor broadcasts its message. We assume that
some protocol ensures that every processor is granted ac-
cess to the network to broadcast its message and that every
processor knows when no more messages broadcasted in
the communication step will be received, so that the pro-
cessing step can be executed.
Processors can fail by experiencing one of three types
of faults: a crash fault, i.e. a processor enters an halting
state and takes no further action; a receive fault, i.e. a fault
on reception, that prevents a processor from receiving a
message broadcasted by another processor in that step; a
send fault, i.e. a fault on broadcasting, that prevents a pro-
cessor from broadcasting a message to the network. Note
that receive and send faults do not need to be persistent,
e.g. a processor may have a receive fault in a phase, but be
able to receive a message in a later phase. We say that a
processor is non-faulty if it has not experienced any fault
since the beginning of the execution.
Finally, we assume that the network provides a reli-
able broadcast service. I.e. a message broadcasted by a
non-faulty processor will be correctly received by all other
non-faulty processors.
3. Group Membership Specification
We state the Group Membership problem in terms of
the set of group members (M-SET) maintained by every
processor.
We consider essentially two properties:
Agreement: All non-faulty group members compute the
same M-SET.
Validity:
1. A faulty processor will be removed from the
M-SET of a non-faulty group member in a
bounded time interval;
2. A non-faulty processor attempting to be reinte-
grated will be added to the M-SET of a non-
faulty group member in a bounded time inter-
val.
In addition to these properties, Cristian [1] defines sta-
bility properties of the group membership to ensure that a
group’s membership does not change for no reason. The
proposed protocols satisfy such properties, but we will not
provide the arguments for that, because of lack of space.
4. Group Membership Protocol
The protocol has two phases that are repeated in every
cycle: Failure Detection phase (FD-phase) and the Group
Membership phase (GM-phase). Every group member is
required to broadcast one message in the FD-phase, so that
failures can be detected with bounded delay. In the GM-
phase a protocol may be executed to achieve agreement
on the group membership.
We present first a very basic protocol that does not sup-
port processor reintegration and that requires the sending
of messages in both phases of every cycle. Then we add
support for processor reintegration and finally present a
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Set majSet(Set S, SetofSet R, int n)
begin
Set M to the ∅
for every p in S do
if p is an element of dn/2e or more sets in R
then add p to M
else if p is not an element of dn/2e or more sets in R
then continue
else return undefined
end
end
return M
end
Figure 1. majSet function used by all ver-
sions of the protocol.
version that not only supports processor reintegration, but
also does not require sending messages in the GM-phase
of every cycle. Note that the goal of presenting several
versions with increasing complexity is to facilitate the un-
derstanding of the final protocol. The intermediate proto-
cols are not intended to be the most efficient of their kind.
All three versions use the same majority function,
majSet, that computes the set of elements that are mem-
bers of at least a majority of n sets. A special value,
undened, is returned when no majority is found. Fig-
ure 1 shows the pseudo-code for the majSet function.
Note that undefined is returned only when the number
of sets in R is smaller than n and there is no agree-
ment among the sets in R. E.g., consider the invocation
majSet({a, b}, {{a, b}, {a}}, 3) . In this case, although a
is a member of two sets in R, a majority for n = 3, there
is no majority of sets agreeing on the membership of b.
Thus this invocation would return undefined.
4.1. Base Protocol
In addition to the M-SET, in the base protocol every
processor maintains the M-set, the set of candidate mem-
bers, and an integer, u, an upper bound on the size of the
group. Initially, both sets are set to P , the set of proces-
sors, and u is set to the size of P .
During the FD-phase, every group member broadcasts
a heartbeat message and receives the heartbeats broad-
casted by group members in this phase. Then it removes
from its M-set the processors from which no heartbeat
message was received in this phase.
During the GM-phase a group member broadcasts the
M-set it computed in the FD-phase, and receives the cor-
responding sets broadcasted by group members. It then
computes the set of candidate members proposed by a ma-
jority of all the group members, the Maj-set, by applying
the majSet to the M-sets it received from group members,
i.e. processors in the M-SET. If this set is undened or dif-
ferent from the processor’s M-set or the processor is not
in the Maj-set, then it halts. Otherwise, it uses the Maj-set
and the set of all M-sets to compute the new group mem-
bership, i.e. the M-SET.
Group Membership Protocol (Base Version)
State
P the set of all processors
M-SET the set of group members, initially set to P
M-set the set of candidate group members, initially set to P
u upper bound of the group’s size, initially set to |P|
FD-phase
Communication step: Broadcast heartbeat message.
Processing step: Remove from the M-set every processor from
which no heartbeat message was received.
GM-phase
Communication step: Broadcast the M-set.
Processing step:
1. Let Maj-set be the result of applying the majSet func-
tion to P, the set of all the M-set’s received from pro-
cessors in the M-SET and u.
2. If the Maj-set
(a) is undefined, or
(b) is different from the M-set the processor broad-
casted, or
(c) does not contain the processor;
then halt.
3. Remove from the M-set every processor from which
an M-set different from the Maj-set was received.
4. Set u to the size of the M-set.
5. Remove from the M-set every processor from which
no message was received in this phase.
6. Set the M-SET to the M-set.
Properties of the Base Protocol We now argue that this
protocol satisfies the Agreement and the first of the Valid-
ity properties stated above.
Agreement A rigorous proof of Agreement can be done
by induction on the number of cycles. Here we provide
informally the arguments that can be used in such a proof.
First, note that given the assumptions on the communi-
cation subsystem, every non-faulty processor receives the
same set of messages in every phase. Because the compu-
tation of the M-SET is based on a deterministic algorithm
and, assuming that every non-faulty group member com-
puted the same values for u and for M-SET in the previous
cycle, every non-faulty group member uses the same in-
puts, therefore every non-faulty group member will com-
pute the same values for u and for the M-SET.
Note that the base protocol can be seen as yet an-
other instance of the state machine approach to fault-
tolerance [13, 14], and the arguments provided in the pre-
vious paragraph are the standard arguments of such an
approach and independent of the problem at hand. The
assumptions on the communication subsystem make the
arguments easier, because they imply interactive consis-
tency with the fault model considered, i.e. the communi-
cation subsystem provides a reliable broadcast service.
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Validity It can be shown that the base protocol ensures
that a faulty group member will be removed from the M-
SET of a non-faulty group member in no later than two
cycles. I.e., if a group member has a fault in a cycle, then
it will be removed from the M-SET of non-faulty group
members by the end of the following cycle, in the worst
case, as long as a majority of group members remain non-
faulty.
The proof can be done by case analysis, considering
each of the three possible processor faults in each of the
two protocol phases. Here we just outline the main ar-
guments used in that case analysis. Send faults are easily
detected by a non-faulty group member because it will not
receive the message the faulty processor was supposed to
send. If the fault occurs in the FD-phase, then the proces-
sor will be removed from the M-set of non-faulty group
members, and because they are a majority it will not be
a member of the Maj-set and consequently of the M-SET
by the end of that cycle. If the fault occurs in the GM-
phase, then non-faulty group members will not receive the
M-set from the faulty processor and will remove it from
their M-SET by the end of that cycle. Processor crashes
are detected by other processors when the crashed pro-
cessor does not send a message it was supposed to send.
Therefore this kind of fault is similar to a send fault, ex-
cept that there may be an extra delay between the occur-
rence of the fault and its detection. This delay can be
as long as one phase when a processor crashes immedi-
ately after sending the message in a phase. In any case,
a crashed processor will be removed from the M-SET of
non-faulty group members at the latest by the end of the
following cycle. Receive faults are detected by compar-
ing the M-set received from the faulty processor with the
Maj-set computed in the GM-phase. If a processor has
a receive fault in the FD-phase, then it will erroneously
remove the sender of the missing message from its M-
set whereas non-faulty group members will not. There-
fore, the M-set broadcasted in the GM-phase by the faulty
processor will differ from the Maj-set computed by non-
faulty group members in at least the sender of the missed
message, and the faulty processor will be removed from
the M-SET of non-faulty group members. Receive faults
in the GM-phase will result in the sender of the corre-
sponding message being removed from the M-SET of the
faulty processor because it did not receive the former’s M-
set. This will be detected in the following cycle, because
the M-set broadcasted by the faulty processor will not in-
clude the sender of the missed message, whereas that of
non-faulty group members will.
Note that we do not claim that we have just given a
proof of correctness of the base protocol. Actually, the
last sentence of the previous paragraph will be true only if
the processor that sent the missed message does not fail to
send its message in the FD-phase of the following cycle.
Therefore, with rigor, the base protocol satisfies Validity
only if we strengthen the fault assumptions by excluding
send faults in the FD-phase by the senders of messages
on which other processors had a receive fault in the GM-
phase of the previous cycle. It is possible to modify the
protocol to eliminate this exception, but it requires send-
ing extra information in the GM-phase message.
Faulty Processor Behavior Usually, it is easier to build
fault-tolerant systems if faulty processors fail silently. Be-
cause of that, the protocol requires a processor to halt
whenever its state indicates that the processor may be
faulty, given the assumptions made. As a result:
Proposition A faulty processor will halt at the latest by
the end of the cycle after which it has a fault.
Again, this proposition can be proven by induction
and by case analysis using essentially the arguments used
above to argue for Validity; the caveat regarding receive
faults in the GM-phase still applies. But the key to the
proof is that the value u computed is an upper bound of the
group size. As a result, under our fault assumptions, faulty
processors will never be able to compute a Maj-set differ-
ent from that computed by non-faulty processors. Note
that if u were computed at the end of the processing step
of the GM-phase rather than in point 4, a faulty processor
might compute a value lower than the actual group size.
Therefore, it could compute a different non-undetermined
Maj-set, even though there were a majority of non-faulty
group members, and do not halt.
4.2. Processor Reintegration
The base protocol does not handle processor reintegra-
tion. From a pratical point of view processor reintegration
is very important as it allows reintegrating not only re-
paired processors but also non-faulty processors that were
excluded because of transient communication faults.
Handling processor reintegration requires a very sim-
ple modification to the base protocol. Essentially, a pro-
cessor that wishes to join (or rejoin) the group needs to
send a join request message instead of the heartbeat mes-
sage in the FD-phase and then it has to participate in the
GM-phase that follows, as if it were a member of the
group. However, because its state may not be in agree-
ment with that of group members, its messages have to be
handled in a special way in the GM-phase. Furthermore,
every group member has to broadcast not only its M-set
but also its group size upper-bound, so that a joining pro-
cessor can compute the Maj-set.
The new version of the protocol is presented next and
changes with respect to the base protocol are highlighted
in bold.
Group Membership Protocol (Reintegration Version)
State
P the set of all processors
M-SET the set of group members, initially set to P
M-set the set of candidate group members, initially set to P
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u upper bound of the group’s size, initially set to |P|
FD-phase
Communication step:
If processor is group member
Then broadcast hearbeat message
Else if wishing to join group
Then set the M-set and the M-SET to P, u to the
size of P, and broadcast join-req message.
Processing step:
1. Remove from the M-set every processor from which
no heartbeat message was received.
2. For every join-req message received
add its sender to the M-set.
GM-phase
Communication step:
Broadcast message with the M-set and the group’s size
upperbound, u.
Processing step:
1. Let Maj-set be the result of applying the majSet func-
tion to P, the set of all the M-set’s received from pro-
cessors in the M-SET and the minimum of all u’s
received in the same messages.
2. If the Maj-set
(a) is undefined, or
(b) is different from the M-set the processor broad-
casted and the processor is a member of the
group, or
(c) is not a subset of the M-set the processor
broadcasted and the processor is joining the
group, or
(d) does not contain the processor
then halt.
3. Remove from the M-set
(a) every group member from which an M-set dif-
ferent from the Maj-set was received;
(b) every joining processor whose M-set is not a
superset of the Maj-set;
4. Set u to the size of the M-set.
5. Remove from the M-set every processor from which
no message was received in this phase.
6. Set the M-SET to the M-set.
Properties of the Protocol It can be shown that this pro-
tocol satisfies both the Agreement and the Validity prop-
erties, with the same strengthening of the fault assumption
as for the base protocol, as long as more than half of the
group members remain non-faulty from one group to the
next. The delay for removing faulty processors or to add
joining processors is, in the worst case, two cycles.
As mentioned above, Agreement is straightforward as
the protocol uses the state machine approach to fault-
tolerance. Note that although the state of joining proces-
sors at the beginning of a cycle may not be equal to that of
group members, the computation of the M-SET does not
use directly that state, but rather information derived from
the state that is broadcasted to all processors, including
the sender itself.
With respect to Validity, the reasoning that faulty pro-
cessors are removed from the M-SET of non-faulty group
members still applies. However, correctness also depends
on the upper bound of non-faulty group members being
the minimum of all the upper bounds. As already men-
tioned, this can be shown by induction on the number of
cycles, and relies on faulty processors halting no later than
the cycle when they have a fault, which is assured by the
protocol. The same arguments can be used to show that
faulty joining processors either will not be added to the
M-SET or will be removed from the M-SET in the cycle
immediately after being added.
The addition of non-faulty joining processors to the M-
SET of non-faulty group members can be argued based
on the fact that Join request messages are received by
all the non-faulty group members. Therefore every non-
faulty joining processor is added to the M-set of every
non-faulty group member by the end of the FD-phase, and
the M-set broadcasted by non-faulty group members in
the GM-phase will include every non-faulty joining pro-
cessor. Furthermore, even though a joining processor may
not send an M-set equal to the Maj-set, because it initial-
izes its M-set to the set of all processors, P, its M-set will
be a superset of the Maj-set, and therefore a non-faulty
joining processor will be a member of the M-SET of non-
faulty group members by the end of the cycle. The delay
for joining is in the best case one cycle and in the worst
case two cycles, because a joining processor must execute
a full FD-phase.
4.3. Protocol without GM-phase Messages
The versions of the group membership protocol de-
scribed so far require sending messages in every GM-
phase, and therefore are not particularly advantageous
with respect to other protocols that were developed for
communications systems with a static schedule only, e.g.
the protocol by Echilzelvan and Lemos [10].
However, the decomposition of the protocol in two-
phases, FD-phase and GM-phase, with failure detection
occurring in the FD-phase and agreement in the second
phase, allows for the non-execution of the latter, if there
are no events that trigger the change of the group member-
ship. This way, group membership is maintained with vir-
tually no messages when the system is in a quiescent state,
and the dynamically scheduled segment will be available
for other traffic.
In the new and final version of the protocol, a proces-
sor sends a GM-phase message when it detects a fault that
may lead to modifying the group membership. Further-
more, in the FD-phase, processors may explicitly request
the sending of GM-phase messages. This is used after a
GM-phase execution in which a processor modified its M-
SET in a way that other processors may not be aware of.
Because the GM-phase does not have to be executed
in every cycle, there is the possibility that a faulty group
member will not detect changes in the group membership,
and later create havoc. To prevent that, every group mem-
ber keeps a group id, a monotonically increasing integer
variable, that is incremented by one every time there is a
group membership change. The group id is sent together
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with the M-set and the group size upper bound in the GM-
phase. The correctness of the final version relies on the
fact that the group id of non-faulty group members is the
maximum of all the group ids of all processors.
The final version of the GM protocol is presented
next and changes with respect to the version supporting
reintegration are highlighted in bold.
Group Membership Protocol (Final Version)
State
P the set of all processors
M-SET the set of group members, initially set to P
M-set the set of candidate group members, initially set to
P
u upper bound of the group’s size, initially set to |P|
group-id integer with group id, initially set to 0
GM-request boolean indicating whether execution of the
GM-phase should be performed, initially set to false
FD-phase
Communication step:
If processor is group member
Then broadcast hearbeat message with GM-request
as determined in the previous GM-phase
Else if wishing to join group
Then set the M-set and the M-SET to P,
u to the size of P, the group-id to zero
and broadcast a join-req messsage.
Processing step:
1. Remove from the M-set every processor from
which no heartbeat message was received.
2. For every join-req message received
add its sender to the M-set.
3. If received a message with GM-request
or modified the M-set in 1 or 2
Then set GM-request.
GM-phase
If GM-request is set, then
Communication step:
Broadcast message with the M-set, the group’s size
upperbound, u, and the group-id.
Processing step:
1. Let max-id be the maximum of the group ids
received.
2. If the processor is joining
Then set the group-id to max-id
Else if its group-id is different from max-id
Then halt
3. Let Maj-set be the result of applying the ma-
jSet function to P, the set of all the M-set’s re-
ceived from processors with a group-id equal
to max-id, and to the minimum of all u’s re-
ceived in the same messages.
4. If the Maj-set
(a) is undefined, or
(b) is different from the M-set the processor
broadcasted and the processor is a member
of the group, or
(c) is not a subset of the M-set the processor
broadcasted and the processor is joining
the group, or
(d) does not contain the processor
then halt.
5. Remove from the M-set
(a) every group member from which an M-set
different from the Maj-set was received;
(b) every joining processor whose M-set is not
a superset of the Maj-set;
6. Set u to the size of the M-set.
7. Remove from the M-set every processor from
which no message was received in this phase.
8. If removed some processor from M-set in 7
Then set the GM-request
Else reset the GM-request.
9. Set the M-SET to the M-set and increment the
group-id.
Note that it is essential to execute a GM-phase after
another GM-phase in which a processor removes from the
M-set processors from which it did not receive their M-set.
This will allow detection of faults in the GM-phase. These
faults are detected locally by each receiving processor, but
by itself the receiving processor is unable to determine
whether it had a receive fault or the sending processor had
a send fault. To resolve this dilemma, a processor needs
to know what is the perception of other group members.
Protocol Properties Again, it can be shown that the fi-
nal version of the protocol supports the Agreement and
the Validity properties with the same fault assumption
strengthening as for the previous versions, i.e. no send
fault in the FD-phase by a processor that sent a GM-phase
message in the previous cycle on which another processor
had a receive fault, and assuming that at least a major-
ity of group members remain non-faulty. As in the other
versions of the protocol, with these assumptions, a faulty
processor will be removed from the M-SET of non-faulty
group members at the latest by the end of the cycle follow-
ing the one in which it has a fault. Likewise, a non-faulty
joining processor will be added to the M-SET of the non-
faulty group members at the latest by the end of the cycle
following the one in which it decides to join the group. It
can also be shown, that under these fault assumptions, a
faulty processor will halt the latest by the end of the cycle
following the one in which it has a fault.
The arguments presented for the version of the proto-
col supporting processor reintegration still apply, as long
as the group id of non-faulty group members is the maxi-
mum of all the ids. Again, a rigorous proof can be done by
induction on the number of cycles. Informally, note that
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if, in a GM-phase execution, a faulty group-member in-
crements its group id, then it must have been able to com-
pute a Maj-set with a value different from undened. Be-
cause, faulty group members are a minority, then it must
be the case that non-faulty group members also executed
the GM-phase and will, therefore, increase their group id.
Regarding the upper bounds of delays of the Validity
property, note that faults in the FD-phase will be detected
as before in the same cycle, although in the case of a re-
ceive fault the faulty processor may be removed from the
M-SET only in the following cycle, as a result of the pro-
cessor halting in the GM-phase of that cycle. Faults in the
GM-phase are detected as before, indeed if a processor
has a receive fault it will request the execution of the GM-
phase in the following cycle. Crash faults will originate
send faults at the latest in the FD-phase of the following
cycle, therefore the faulty processor will be removed from
the M-SET at the latest the following cycle. With respect
to the upper bound of the delay for a processor to join
a group, the protocol execution is essentially identical to
that of the version supporting processor reintegration only,
and the arguments used there still apply. Thus, a non-
faulty processor wishing to join the group will be added
to the M-SET of non-faulty group members the latest by
the end of the following cycle.
Note that just as non-faulty processors detect failure of
a processor no later than the end of the following cycle,
faulty processors also detect their own faults by the same
time. Indeed, it can be shown by case analysis that for any
fault different from a crash, a faulty processor will execute
the GM-phase protocol either in the same cycle or in the
following cycle, and in both cases it will halt.
5. Implementation Outline
The group membership protocol was designed to take
advantage of the support for both static and dynamic
scheduling in the next generation of communication sys-
tems for safety-critical applications. The FD-phase, which
must be run in every cycle to ensure timely fault detec-
tion, can be scheduled statically, whereas the GM-phase,
which may not need to be executed in every cycle, can be
scheduled dynamically. In this section, we provide further
details on a possible implementation of this protocol on
top of the FlexRay protocol.
FlexRay FlexRay is a TDMA-based medium access
control protocol that supports both static and dynamic
communications scheduling. The FlexRay protocol is
rather complex and below we omit many details to sim-
plify its description. These omissions make the protocol
less flexible than it really is, but they do not make it be-
have in a way that violates its specifications.
In FlexRay every TDMA cycle has a fixed length and it
comprises two segments, a static segment and a dynamic
segment, each of which has a fixed length. Both segments
are divided in slots, however, whereas in the static seg-
ment all slots in a cycle have the same fixed length, which
does not change between cycles, in the dynamic segment,
the length of the slots may vary both within a cycle and
between cycles. More precisely, in the dynamic segment,
time is divided in mini-slots and each slot has an inte-
ger number of mini-slots that may vary, depending on the
amount of data to transmit.
Each slot is assigned in every cycle to the same proces-
sor, implicitly determining the processor that has access
to the medium. However, whereas in the static segment,
every processor transmits a frame in its slots, even if it has
no data to send, in the dynamic segment, a processor may
not transmit a frame in a slot assigned to it, in which case
the slot takes only one mini-slot.
Access control is implemented using a slot counter per
processor, which identifies the frame that is transmitted in
that slot, if any, and that is reset to one in the beginning
of every TDMA cycle. The FlexRay protocol ensures that
the slot counters of all non-faulty processors are synchro-
nized. In the dynamic segment, the slot number effec-
tively determines the priority of the frames: depending on
the configuration, it may be possible for a set of frames to
prevent other frames with a higher id from being sent to
the medium.
Implementation Outline The group membership pro-
tocol puts some requirements on the communication sys-
tem. First, it requires that every processor broadcast a
heartbeat message in the FD-phase and that the commu-
nication system be able to detect the absence of messages.
Second, it requires that, if necessary, GM-phase messages
be sent in the next GM-phase. Third, it requires that pro-
cessors be able to signal their wish to join the group or to
request the execution of the GM-phase. All these require-
ments can be satisfied by FlexRay as we argue next.
Regarding the first requirement, we note that in
FlexRay’s static segment a processor will always trans-
mit in its slots, even if it has no application data to send.
Therefore, by assigning a slot of the static segment to each
processor, we can use the frames broadcasted in the static
segment as heartbeat messages of the FD-phase. The loss
of one of these messages is detected by FlexRay, which
provides several status bits that can be used to distinguish
a send omission, caused by a crash of the sender, for ex-
ample, from a message loss caused by communication
faults, for example.
With respect to the GM-phase messages, they are
broadcasted in the dynamic segment, because we expect
that events that may lead to group membership changes
do not occur that often. But when they do occur, it is
important to broadcast these messages as soon as possi-
ble. An implementation satisfying this requirement is to
reserve the first slots of the dynamic segment for the ex-
change of the GM-phase messages, by assigning one of
these slots to each of the processors and binding the corre-
sponding frame to the GM-phase message. This way, it is
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ensured that GM messages will not be preempted by other
messages of the dynamic segment. If a processor has no
GM-phase message to send, the corresponding slot will
take only one mini-slot. All the mini-slots remaining in
the dynamic segment after the broadcast of GM-messages
can be used to exchange application data that presumably
does not have hard deadlines for transmission. Note that,
if the maximum time available for the dynamically sched-
uled traffic is not enough for a complete execution of the
GM-phase protocol, the GM-phase may have to be spread
over several dynamic segments, i.e. TDMA cycles, lead-
ing to higher latency in the group membership change.
Fault-rate assumptions will be affected accordingly.
Finally, there is a need for some mechanism allowing
processors to signal their wish to join the group or to re-
quest the execution of the GM-phase. In our protocol,
this is done in the FD-phase, i.e. in the static segment.
Thus a possibility is to reserve two bits in the message
sent by each processor in the static segment, a join-bit and
a group-bit that, if set, indicate a join request and a GM
execution request, respectively. The main problem with
this implementation is that these bits will use some of the
space reserved for application data. An alternative that
avoids this overhead is to use the Network Management
(NM) Vector, which is an optional field of the payload of
a frame in the static segment. This solution has the prob-
lem that the NM Vector is an optional feature, and as such
may not be implemented by every FlexRay communica-
tions controller.
Assumptions In addition to these requirements on the
communication system, we made some assumptions re-
garding the capabilities of the communication system and
the types of faults.
One important assumption is that the communication
system supports reliable broadcast. This is certainly not
true for FlexRay and, occasionally, a message broadcasted
by a non-faulty processor may be corrupted by commu-
nication faults. We can make such scenarios less likely,
by using FlexRay’s support of duplicated communication
channels: as long as a message is received correctly in
one of the channels, it will be considered correct. Note
that whereas FlexRay provides an abstraction of a single
channel in the static segment, it does not provide such an
abstraction in the dynamic segment. Thus, it is up to the
application to build such an abstraction on top of FlexRay.
Whether or not a duplicated communication channel is
used, messages will still be lost. In most cases, this will
be detected by all non-faulty processors, but in some rare
cases, an asymmetrical fault may result and some proces-
sors will discard the message whereas others will not. By
assuming that the communication system is reliable, we
assign the responsibility for these faults to processors. Es-
sentially, we convert communication faults into processor
faults. The symmetric case is not very problematic, if the
group has several members, because it leads to the exclu-
sion of only one processor. On the other hand, the case
of asymmetric faults is not very well tolerated, as a single
communication fault may lead to the exclusion of several
processors. In an extreme case, if other faults occur, all
processors may halt because there is no majority.
Another type of fault that may seriously affect the re-
liability of the protocol is the babbling idiot, a processor
that transmits in slots other than its own. Our assump-
tions ruled out this type of fault, and therefore we should
show that FlexRay prevents or masks these faults. Indeed,
FlexRay provides a bus guardian to protect the commu-
nication channels in the static segment, by cutting off of
the network the offending processor. However, communi-
cation in the dynamic segment is not similarly protected,
and therefore such a processor might prevent the exchange
of GM-phase messages. This is a limitation of the imple-
mentation of our protocol in FlexRay.
GM-phase Messages and Overhead A key issue re-
garding GM-phase messages is the encoding of the group
id. In the protocol, the group id is an integer that is incre-
mented in every execution, and therefore it will increase
without bounds. In order to minimize the traffic overhead
caused by the protocol, the group id must be encoded with
the minimum number of bits. Because the protocol en-
sures that a faulty processor halts no later than the TDMA
cycle after which it has a fault, two bits are enough for
encoding the group id. The encoding of the M-set and
of the group size upper bound present no difficulty. The
M-set can be encoded as a bit-vector and the group size
upper bound as an integer. Thus, assuming a system with
64 processors, each GM-phase message could be 9 bytes
long, only: 8 bytes for the M-set and one byte packing the
group size upper bound and the group id.
6. Related Work
The group membership problem has been the focus of
a lot of research on both asynchronous and synchronous
ditributed systems. In this section we concentrate on pre-
vious work for synchronous systems. For a discussion on
the work for asynchronous systems we suggest the read-
ing of the comprehensive survey [15] by Chockler, Keidar
and Vitenberg.
In [1], Cristian provides a specification of the group
membership problem for synchronous systems very simi-
lar to the one we use. Furthermore it proposes three pro-
tocols that solve that specification. There are however
two important model assumptions that make the protocols
described by Cristian and ours not directly comparable.
On one hand, Cristian assumes a general communication
system, whereas we consider a broadcast network with
a TDMA medium access protocol where each processor
broadcasts at least once every cycle. On the other hand,
the fault assumptions made by Cristian are stronger than
the ones we make: Cristian assumes that processors can
fail only by crashing.
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Much closer to our research is the extensive work on
group membership that has been developed in the scope of
the Time-Triggered Architecture and its protocol, TTP/C.
The group membership protocol used in TTP/C is essen-
tially the one described by Kopetz and Gruensteidl in [6],
and an optimized version of this protocol with respect to
failure detection latency is proposed in [7]. The system
model used in these works is very similar to ours. In all
cases, the network suports broadcast and uses a TDMA-
based medium access protocol. The fault model assumed
is also identical, in particular the network is supposed to
be reliable, and processors are assumed to fail by crash-
ing, or by failing to receive or to send messages. A key
assumption of the TTP/C protocol is that there is at most
one fault within an interval of two TDMA cycles. The
protocol explores this assumption to ensure agreement on
group membership among non-faulty processors without
any communication overhead. This is achieved by sending
with every message a CRC that covers not only the mes-
sage but also part of the processor state that includes the
group membership. Although the support of a duplicated
network medium by TTP/C reduces the likelihood of com-
munication faults, the occurrence of more than one com-
munication fault in one TDMA cycle caused by electro-
magnetic interference, e.g., cannot be ruled out. Because
of this, in TTP/C, processors will switch to the blackout
operating mode if they detect that the fault assumption is
violated. Operation in this mode is severely degraded. By
contrast, our protocol supports the failure of up to half of
the group members in one TDMA cycle, although at the
cost of some communication overhead and by assuming
an extended TDMA protocol.
More recently, with the adoption of a redundant star
topology [16], the TTP/C group membership protocol
is able to tolerate an arbitrary fault per TDMA cycle.
It should be noted that this is possible because the bus
guardian is now placed at the star coupler and it trans-
forms an arbitrary fault at the processor into a fault that
is tolerated by the group membership protocol. Failure of
one star coupler can be masked by the other star coupler,
but faults in this component cannot be arbitrary.
Ezhilchelvan and Lemos [10] proposed a group mem-
bership protocol also designed for broadcast networks us-
ing a TDMA medium access protocol. The fault model is
similar to the one assumed in this paper: processors can
experience send and receive faults and can fail by crash-
ing, whereas the communications system is assumed to
provide a reliable broadcast service. This protocol has
some resemblance to ours, but there are significant dif-
ferences that lead to very different performance. In [10],
every processor maintains information on the group mem-
bership using a Membership Status Vector (MSV vector),
which it broadcasts in every cycle. In contrast, in our pro-
tocol a processor only broadcasts group membership in-
formation whenever it detects a group membership change
event, because the communication system supports both
static and dynamic scheduling. In addition, the group
membership information sent by each processor in our
protocol is just half of the information sent in the protocol
of [10]. Indeed, whereas in our protocol, the perceived
state of a processor can be coded with 1 bit, each element
of the MSV vector can have 3 values and therefore re-
quires at least two bits. This higher efficiency has a cost
in terms of the fault tolerance. Whereas the protocol of
[10] is able to detect every processor fault type of the fail-
ure model assumed, in our protocol receive faults may be
masked by send faults. On the other hand, our protocol
tolerates the failure of up to half of the total number of
non-faulty group members between two consecutive exe-
cutions, whereas the protocol of [10] tolerates that many
failures but in three consecutive cycles.
Walter, Lincoln and Suri [17] proposed a sequence of
protocols for distributed on-line diagnosis, which is equiv-
alent to the group membership problem, that are tolerant
to increasing weaker fault assumptions. There are some
similarities between these protocols and ours, in particular
we base agreement on the majority function also used in
[17], but there are also some major differences. First, [17]
focus on fault diagnosis and is not concerned with proces-
sor reintegration. Second, their protocols require the ex-
change of diagnosis information in every cycle, whereas
our protocol does not. This is possible because we con-
sider only faults that can be locally detected by a non-
faulty processor. On the other hand, [17] presents pro-
tocols that tolerate byzantine, or arbitrary, faults, which
cannot be locally detected. The use of a stronger fault
model has the additional advantage of requiring the ex-
change of less diagnosis information. There is clearly a
trade-off between fault tolerance and efficiency that can
be solved only by considering the requirements of the ap-
plication.
The SPIDER group membership protocol [18] is an op-
timized version of the DD protocol presented in [17] that
is used by the Reliable Optical Bus (ROBUS) communi-
cation system, which has a redundant active star topology.
Again there are some resemblance between both proto-
cols, but there are also major differences, as they were
designed with two different communication systems in
mind, each of which with its own emphasis. Whereas SPI-
DER was designed to improve the reliability of ROBUS
and is designed to tolerate hybrid faults [19], including
asymmetric or arbitray faults, our protocol was designed
to reduce the traffic required by group membership in
communication protocols with both static and dynamic
scheduling. Therefore, the SPIDER group membership
protocol tolerates more severe failures, but it depends
strongly on the ROBUS communication system and re-
quires that the number of communication channels be at
least three. On the other hand, whereas the SPIDER pro-
tocol requires each ROBUS processor, including the star
hubs, to broadcast the presumed state of all other proces-
sors periodically, ours requires only two bits per processor
per cycle in the quiescent state. Thus the remaining band-
width is available for application traffic.
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7. Conclusion
We presented a new group membership protocol spe-
cially designed for next generation communication sys-
tems intended to support real-time safety-critical applica-
tions. By taking advantage of static and dynamic com-
munication scheduling supported by these TDMA-based
protocols, it has an overhead of only two bits per proces-
sor per cycle in a quiescent state, i.e. when there are no
group membership changes. In addition, it tolerates be-
nign failures of up to half of the group members between
consecutive executions. Even when there are group mem-
bership changes, the overhead of the protocol is lower than
that of other protocols that provide the same level of fault
tolerance. The protocol is also very responsive, remov-
ing faulty processors no later than two TDMA cycles af-
ter they fail, and (re)integrating them no later than two
TDMA cycles after they decide to join. These numbers
compare favorably with protocols designed for systems
based on TDMA with static scheduling only: the proto-
col is as fault tolerant as the most fault tolerant proto-
cols [10], and has a slightly higher overhead than the most
efficient [7], which assumes only one fault per TDMA cy-
cle.
To show the feasibility of the group membership pro-
tocol, we have also outlined an implementation on top of
the FlexRay protocol. We have found no major difficulty.
However, the protection against the babbling idiot fault in
the dynamic segment might be useful.
One of the main concerns in our design was to keep the
overhead of the protocol as low as possible, so as not to af-
fect the timeliness of the system. This required a strength-
ening of the fault assumptions. We plan to carry out a
reliability study of this protocol to better assess the wor-
thiness of this design decision, and to analyse the coverage
of our failure assumptions.
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